Biomedical research has advanced swiftly in recent decades, largely due to progress in biotechnology. However, this rapid spread of new, and not always-fully understood, technology has also created a lot of false or irreproducible data and artifacts, which sometimes have led to erroneous conclusions. When describing various scientific issues, scientists have developed a habit of saying "on one hand… but on the other hand…", because discrepant data and conclusions have become omnipresent. One reason for this problematic situation is that we are not always thoughtful enough in study design, and sometimes lack enough philosophical contemplation. Another major reason is that we are too rushed in introducing new technology into our research without assimilating technical details. In this essay, we provide examples in different research realms to justify our points. To help readers test their own weaknesses, we raise questions on technical details of RNA reverse transcription, polymerase chain reactions, western blotting and immunohistochemical staining, as these methods are basic and are the base for other modern biotechnologies. Hopefully, after contemplation and reflection on these questions, readers will agree that we indeed know too little about these basic techniques, especially about the artifacts they may create, and thus many conclusions drawn from the studies using those ever-more-sophisticated techniques may be even more problematic.
Introduction
It has been reported that most published biomedical research findings are false [1] , and 75-90% of the published studies are irreproducible [1, 2] . For example, a group of researchers at the Amgen Corporation recently reported in Nature that only 11% of published academic research was reproducible [2] . Although the exact estimations on the percentage of the false or irreproducible data vary among different studies [3] [4] [5] , with some figures as low as only 50% (which to us is still way too high) [6] , all relevant studies suggest that the situation is severe [7] [8] [9] and fatally threatens scientific integrity [2, 10,
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International Publisher 11]. Moreover, it makes 85% of the research funding wasted, according to some publications, as highlighted in the 2014 Lancet series entitled "Research: increasing value, reducing waste" [1, [12] [13] [14] [15] . This situation is ironic, as medical research aims to prevent, diagnose or cure diseases but, instead, ends up being a "patient" itself that is in a dire need of diagnosis and cure [1, 16, 17] . The causes for the tremendous inaccuracy and irreproducibility are multifaceted, and some of them have been addressed extensively in the literature [1, 4, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , such as the strains from the career, tenure and research funding triangle [17, 22, 23] . In fact, these strains have created not only black markets for paper production but also "Scientific Citation Index worship", such as in China [18, 19] . Although many organizations, including the US National Institute of Health (NIH), have established new policies [24] and initiatives [21, [25] [26] [27] and some agencies have set up incentive strategies [28] to improve the situation, yet the problem is still unrelenting. We have for years been contemplating these adverse facets of biomedical research and have attempted to diagnose the causes from such novel slants that are somewhat less frequently addressed in the literature. In our opinion, the swift progress and proliferation of biotechnology in the past three decades have greatly advanced biomedical research. However, the wide and rapid dispersion of biotechnology over the whole field of biomedical research has its dark side [22] , as it leads to bounteous artifacts which in turn often lead to biased or even wrongful conclusions, making mistakes omnipresent in biomedical research. This is largely because we have not given enough thought on our study design and because we know too little about the technical details of the modern biotechnology we used. In this essay, we discourse on our musings.
In many lines of research, study designs need a deeper philosophical meditation
Many lines of biomedical experiments are designed using a "standard operating procedure (SOP)" that seems logical and thoughtful but, after careful examination, one will find the SOP rife with flaws, such as lacking relevance to cells or to humans. These flaws remind us that we need to give our study design more considerations from a philosophical viewpoint, or sometimes just from "first principles" [29] , so that our studies are more relevant to the cell, the human, or the clinic and hence become more meaningful. A few of these lines of problematic study design are given below as examples to justify our claim:
Ectopic expression of a complementary DNA (cDNA), by delivering it into cells in culture with a transfection approach or into cells in animals with a transgenic technique, has become a SOP in biomedical research to scout functions of genes. For a given mRNA variant of a given gene, this SOP has indeed brought us some detail about its function. However, as we have already explicated previously [30] , it also keeps us from knowing the true function of the gene inside the cell. This is because a cell will decide which one(s) of its multiple RNA transcripts, which one(s) of its mature mRNA variants, noncoding RNAs or small regulatory RNAs, as well as what ratios among these mature RNAs, it should produce in a particular physiological or pathological situation [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Forcing a cell to express the particular cDNA (i.e. a particular mRNA) of our interest is virtually depriving the cell of its right to make its own decision, which can only give us disinformation about the gene. Actually, it may provide us disinformation about the particular mRNA per se as well, since function of a particular mRNA variant is usually elicited via its particular ratios to other variants [30] . This is a philosophical issue; we forget that we are compelling the cell to express a certain amount of a particular mRNA variant we want, but not what the cell wants, whereas our aim is actually to learn what and how a cell does. The function of an mRNA variant we learn from an ectopic expression situation may never happen in reality when the cell is free from our control. Moreover, it is also a simple philosophical conclusion that we cannot construct the function of the gene simply by adding together the function of individually expressed cDNA variants, because the function of the gene relies on a collective expression of different mRNAs, noncoding RNAs and short regulatory RNAs at the particular ratios carefully tailored by the cell for the particular physiological or pathological situation [30] . We need to be wary of utilizing cDNA and, instead, should more often use genomic DNA (gDNA), which may partly, but certainly not fully, compensate for the abovementioned constraints with individual cDNAs. After receiving a gDNA construct, a cell will decide for itself how to transcribe the gDNA, how to splice the transcript(s), and how to make small regulatory RNAs from the intron sequences after splicing, etc., in the particular situation. At least for many relatively small genes, delivery of a gDNA into cells is already technically feasible.
Studies on determining the efficacy and specificity of chemotherapeutic drugs in Petri dishes routinely pair cancer cell lines with normal (actually immortalized) cell lines that are derived from the same tissue as the cancer cells. If the to-be-tested drug hits the cancer cells hard with little damage to the normal cells, the drug is interpreted to have a good cancer-specificity, as it spares the normal cells. This design has become a SOP because those studies that skip such normal cells usually get rejections from journals, since most of us are not as lucky as Einstein, Watson and Crick who could eschew the peer-reviewed procedure [35] [36] [37] [38] . At first glance this SOP is logical, but pondering it over more deeply, oncologists will find that it has little clinical relevance, because in most cases the normal cells worried about by them are not those derived from the same tissue as the cancer. For instance, when treating breast or prostate cancers, oncologists care little about whether normal breast or prostate epithelia are also hit or not. What they worry about the most is whether the drug also hits bone marrow cells, thus decreasing the white blood cell count, whether mural cells in the gastric-intestinal system are also hit, thus causing vomiting, nausea and diarrhea, whether hair follicle cells are also hit, leading to alopecia, whether epidermal basal cells are also hit, thus thinning the skin and in turn causing pruritus, etc. [39, 40] . In a nutshell, it is those highly proliferating normal cells in the body that are of concern and thus should be included for comparison, but not the normal cells of the same tissue origin as the cancer [39, 40] . In addition, what has hardly been done and is better to do is to include hepatocytes and renal epithelial cells in the normal cell panel, since the liver and kidneys as major metabolic organs are also common targets for xenobiotics like chemo drugs. In our opinion, partly because cells in many tissues or organs are much less sensitive to chemo drugs than the abovementioned highly-proliferating ones that are not tested in the in vitro studies, many drug candidates that seem to be promising in Petri dishes have later failed in animal studies or clinical trials.
In research of mechanisms for carcinogenesis, our aim is simply to know how humans get cancer. However, most genetically modified animal models of carcinogenesis created by researchers are in fact new animal strains that never exist in the Mother Nature. These animals tell us "by doing so (e.g. mutating gene X or deleting gene Y) one can get cancer," but never claim that "one gets cancer because of doing so." This is actually a philosophical game with "putting the cart before the horse" as its essence, although it seems to just slightly deflect both the question and the answer. Playing this game advertently or inadvertently, many cancer researchers have manipulated a slew of genes and have created a sheer number of new, otherwise non-existing animal strains. In these manmade strains, the manipulated genes as the tumor-inducers coerce the target cells to manifest malignant histology, as we explained in more detail elsewhere [39, 40] , thus providing us with numerous "oncogenic pathways" that can lead normal cells to malignancy. As an analogy, we can create many pathways, as many as we wish, leading from New York City to Washington DC, and we are safe in saying that Mr. Trump can take any of these pathways to DC, as long as we do not claim which particular one or ones were actually taken by him. By playing this philosophical game, many peers have secured a good career and become prominent, leaving oncologists to wonder whether any cell of any patient really took any one of the numerous manmade "oncogenic pathways". The real situation is actually much worse, as many of the histologically malignant tumors induced in these genetically modified animals are not verifiably malignant, and not even authentically benign, and have little human relevance. This is because these tumors are the-inducerdependent, mortal, non-autonomous, incapable of metastasizing, and curable simply by removal of the inducer or by a surgical removal [41, 42] . Unfortunately, few publications germane to this area discourse about these unfavorable but iconic features of "cancers" induced in many animal models. Instead, most tout their usefulness and human relevance.
The abovementioned animal models of carcinogenesis also require a deeper rumination from another philosophical slant: Many genetically manipulated animals engender overt histologicallymalignant tumors in the target organ at 100% incidence, i.e. all animals develop tumor(s), although to us their malignancy is untenable, as expounded above and before [41, 42] . However, in many of these animal models, such as in several c-myc transgenic lines [43] [44] [45] [46] , there are only one to several tumors developed in each animal in the whole lifespan, whereas billions or even trillions of other cells in the same organ do not develop to malignancy, although all these cells received the same genetic modification as those cells that evolve to the tumors. We can have two opposite conclusions on this phenomenon: 1) The genetic manipulation is highly oncogenic because all animals develop cancer.
2) The genetic manipulation is basically not oncogenic because only one to several, out of billions or trillions, of the cells in the same organ of the same animal develop to cancer. We have been bedeviled by this dilemma for years but still have not yet figured out which of the two conclusions is correct, although all producers of those animal strains opt for the first one.
Modern technologies have complex technical details and many pitfalls
Ever since the 1980s, when RNA reverse transcription (RT) and polymerase chain reactions (PCR) quickly became readily used techniques in biomedical labs, biotechnology has been updated daily in a tight relation to these two methods, one way or another. RT-PCR and modern DNA sequencing, along with the relevant equipment and reagents, are among those techniques receiving the most plaudits, as they greatly accelerate biomedical research advancement. The following lines of technique, each of which possesses a string of new developments, are some of those that have emerged in the past three decades: 1) genetic modifications of animals, plants or microorganisms, which were made first from transgenic or gene-knockout technique, and then from a combination of both, and then from targeting/controllable transgenic/knockout technique; 2) gene expression profiling, from cDNA microarray to exon array and then to the whole genome scan; 3) gene expression knockdown using various regulatory RNAs, first with antisense and then with small interfering RNA (siRNA) or short hairpin RNA (shRNA), which was initially for individual mRNAs but later for the whole RNA repertoire using a whole shRNA library; 4) other manipulations of gene expression, such as using microRNA (miRNA) or small activating RNA (saRNA); 5) DNA/RNA sequencing, from the first to the second and then the third generation sequencing; and 6) proteomics, from the initial bottom-up LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry) to the recent top-down LC-MS/MS with more-sophisticated equipment. The list can be further elongated, and each of the listed techniques is associated with creation of a new research province and a whole scientific lexicon (like transcriptome, proteomics, chimeric RNA, circular RNA, etc.).
RT-PCR and CRISPR/CAS9-mediated gene editing emerged roughly before and after, respectively, the abovementioned technique series. DNA and RNA can be amplified, even exponentially if PCR is involved, and thus can be conveniently studied. However, most methods for studying DNA or RNA require a short sequence as a primer or a guider for targeting the object gene, which creates a huge problem since all DNA/RNA sequences are made with only four bases, i.e. A, T(U), C and G, and a short sequence will certainly have many homologies and highly-similar regions in the genome, which may be mistakenly targeted. A gene can be specific only when its sequence is long, at least kilo base-pairs in most cases, and there is no way of being specific if the sequence is short, because all genomes are sizable enough to have many identical or highly-similar short sequences. Bearing this in mind, when we use RT-PCR or CRISPR/CAS9 that requires short sequences as primers or as guiders, or use siRNAs, shRNAs or miRNAs that are short sequences themselves, we should realize that off-targets will inevitably be an issue. Therefore, we should concern more about "how can we avoid off-targeting" before we can be satisfied with "we have reached our target". All techniques with one step using a short sequence have the off-target issue, besides many other weaknesses, constraints, pitfalls and flaws. Actually, many experts have realized and attempted to solve this issue using different strategies [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] , including computational identifications of on-and off-target sequences [53, 56, 63, 65, 66] , modification of relevant enzymes [48, [50] [51] [52] , identification of optimal annealing temperature [62] , enhancement of the tool RNA design [49, 55, 60] , etc. These strategies can improve the on-target specificity and decrease the off-target problem, but, in our humble opinion, cannot fully solve it, especially in a high-throughput scale. As long as a short sequence made of the A, T(U), C and G is involved as a guider, a primer or a regulatory RNA, mis-annealing will likely occur, and thus a complete resolution of the off-target issue may require novel, i.e. currently-unavailable, strategies.
Many biotech companies commercialize different kits that are foolproof and convenient for researchers to use without knowing what the kits contain and what their principles are. While these kits have indeed facilitated our bench work, they also make us ignore technical details and in turn the technically derived artifacts, leading to biased or even wrongful interpretation of data and ensuing biased or slanted conclusions.
Technical flaws and spuriousness are often downplayed or forgotten, advertently or inadvertently
Many scientists have successfully established their career at a young age by introducing novel techniques into their research areas and publishing in high-impact journals, while leaving the research fields with numerous artifacts and biased or erroneous conclusions. For example, there are ample spurious sequences deposited in various chimeric RNA databases on the internet, as we have pointed out previously [67, 68] . Although many of these artifacts, biases or errors have later been discovered and even corrected by others, those who made them and benefited from them with grants, publications and promotions have hardly been chastised, because the mistakes are made due to the innate flaws of the new techniques that "were formerly unaware of". Actually, reviewing the publications involving the aforementioned new techniques in the past decades, smart young scientists have already found, probably unintentionally, a short cut to establish their career and renown, which is to introduce a new, sophisticated technique into their research areas without bothering to learn the associated flaws, simply because many readers, including grant and manuscript reviewers, likely lack the experience and knowledge of the technical details as well. There always is a latency between the time when a new and sophisticated technique is widely dispersed and the time when many technically derived problems are widely recognized. This latency period is used, intentionally or unintentionally, by many scientists for career development, although this "trick" has hardly been spelled out in the literature. Indeed, if we review those early publications in high-impact journals that involve some type of sophisticated technology, such as cDNA microarray that establishes the expression profiling realm, or the recent deep RNA sequencing that establishes the chimeric RNA, circular RNA, and other RNA-related bailiwicks, we will find that many peers get famous in these research provinces without being affected by the innate problems of the technique that are later well realized. Actually, in our opinion, a teeming number of spurious sequences are still being produced right now from the pipeline of "deep RNA sequencing" by many researchers who are using this technique and publishing data without knowing its detail and without commenting on the spuriousness. Readers, especially those as senior authors of many publications and the toasts of their research spheres, are encouraged to ask themselves, valiantly, how much technical detail they really know when they perform and publish those studies involving such as transcriptome or an "-omics" approach. Several technical-detail-related problems are listed below as examples to justify our points described above.
There have been ample publications on iPS (induced pluripotent stem) cells that show us their bewitching potential in regenerative medicine, such as for tissue/organ repair or transplantation. However, few of these papers put in enough words the unfavorable facets of these cells, such as their high chance to evolve into malignancy [69] [70] [71] [72] , although this is very reasonable to all pathologists, because it is basic pathological knowledge that cancer cells resemble embryonic cells in cellular morphology. In fact, for this reason, pathology textbooks use a set of embryological phraseologies to describe neoplasms, such as "well differentiated", "poorly differentiated", "undifferentiated", etc.
The CRISPR/CAS9 technology has recently been widely used to edit genes in both cultured cells and in vivo, despite the abovementioned off-target problem that is known to most experts but probably not to other biologists. Because the guider sequences have too many identical or highly-similar sequences in the genome, using the current version of this technology to knock out a particular gene resembles, in our opinion, using a machine gun to snipe a kidnapper among many hostages. All published studies just claim "the mission is complete" without mentioning whether or not any innocent ones are also hit. There are more off-target innocent sequences in gene knockout with CRISPR/CAS9 than in mRNA knockdown with short regulatory RNAs, because a large portion of a genome is intergenic region and because on average about 91% of a precursor transcript will be lopped off as introns during RNA splicing [73] . Moreover, gene knockout is often achieved by editing the target gene's 5'-region only, but not the entire gene, which raises a few serious issues that have barely been addressed so far: First, it is largely unknown whether the remaining intact part of the gene, which usually is still very lengthy, is still able to express shorter mRNA variant(s), as has been questioned for some estrogen receptor alpha knockout and CDK4 knockout animals [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] . In our opinion, in many cases, the "knockout" not only deletes the wild-type mRNA and protein but also alters the ratios among different mRNA and noncoding RNA variants of the target gene (Fig 1) . Second, it is unclear whether the editing-created new recombinant locus or loci (including the ones formed due to off-targeting) form new gene(s) in a way similar to the formation of fusion genes in cancer cells [30, 67, 68] . Third, and more complicatedly, whether all other regulatory RNAs (including miRNAs and antisense RNAs) and other genes encoded by the locus or loci are also affected, especially those encoded by the opposite strand of DNA, since many loci are highly crowded habitats of genes and regulatory RNAs that are encoded by both strands of the DNA double helix, as shown in figure 2. There are a sheer number of unannotated open reading frames in the human, mouse and rat genomes (Fig 2) , and whether they are also affected has never been addressed in any published studies involving gene editing, to our knowledge.
RNA interference via miRNAs, siRNAs, saRNAs and antisense RNAs is a set of evolutionarily conserved mechanisms for regulation of gene expression. Some of these regulatory RNAs have evolved from a mechanism for cells to fight against infections by microorganisms [79] . While these regulatory RNAs have been developed as research tools for us to manipulate gene expression in cells, there have also been plentiful studies on detecting their expression in different cell or tissue types. Moreover, there have been a great many studies scouting their functions by manipulating their levels, such as using a plasmid or viral vector to ectopically express a regulatory RNA of interest, such as a miRNA. In natural situations, when a cell decides to use a miRNA, siRNA or saRNA to manipulate expression of a particular gene or to eliminate the RNA of an infectious microorganism (as the cell's defensive mechanism), the cell would know that the to-be-used miRNA, siRNA or saRNA has highly-similar or identical sequences in its genome, which will raise an off-target issue. The cell has means to avoid this problem, such as by compartmentalizing some "would be off-target" mRNAs in some organelles or protecting them with RNA-binding proteins, by shutting down their expression, by a combination of these approaches, or by other strategies [80, 81] , for just a short spell (minutes may be sufficient). However, when we ectopically express a regulatory RNA, such as an siRNA, we are unable to utilize any of these approaches to avoid off-target issues and cannot control the effective time within a short spell.
Actually, we do not even know which genes may be mistakenly targeted, and bioinformatics, performed by many researchers [56, 58, 60, 63, 65, 66] , cannot be much help due to several reasons: First, the great genomic polymorphism or heterogeneity makes a computational prediction of on-and off-target sequences inapplicable to any particular individual's genome. Second, different cell types express different genes in different situations. For instance, most cell types do not express insulin and thus do not need to worry about the insulin gene being mistakenly targeted, but the pancreatic β cells would be involved in such an effect. Third, the same gene that is mistakenly targeted may have quite different impacts in different cell types and in different physiological or pathological situations. In conclusion, we still lack an applicable approach to use various regulatory RNAs to specifically manipulate expression of the gene we are interested in, because we still lack a workaround to solve the off-target issue. This means that most, if not all, relevant data published so far are questionable, including those published by us [78, 82, 83] , because none of the studies can assure that no other gene has also been manipulated mistakenly. All the pertinent publications just tell us that the object genes are manipulated as wished, which is far from enough. No wonder some recently reported data from using CRISPR/CAS9 are discrepant to those from using siRNA [84] . If one day we are able to know Figure 1 . Illustrations of RNAs from the human GNAS, TP53 and WRAP53 (in box) genes, as well as the CERS1 and GDF1 genes copied from the NCBI database. Although editing the 5' region is a common practice in gene knockout technology, Knockout of GNAS by editing its 5' region may not be able to delete its short mRNA and noncoding RNA variants (in blue color). Knockout of TP53 by editing its 5' region may not be able to delete its short mRNAs and may also knock out the WRAP53 gene encoded by the opposite strand of the DNA double helix, as the first exons of both genes are in the same region (red circle). The CERS1 and GDF1 genes locate at the same genomic locus and are transcribed from the same initiation site, with their RNAs sharing some exons; therefore, knocking out either gene will also delete the other. exactly which cell type has which genes as off-targets for which particular regulatory RNA at which particular situation, and we can shut down the potentially mis-targeted genes, compartmentalize their RNAs, or protect their RNAs with RNA-binding proteins at a specific time post transfection of our miRNA, saRNA or siRNA/shRNA, then we may be able to use them with confidence. miRNAs are clustered into families based on sequence similarity, with the members or siblings in the same family differing from one another often by one single base only. This great similarity makes it difficult for us to specifically detect one sibling without mistakenly detecting the other(s), although there are some kits or tacks developed specifically for solving this technical issue. Most large-scale studies on miRNA detection in many samples (such as many cancer specimens) are conducted using routine approaches without involving special kits touted for their specificity, making it questionable whether other family member(s) or sibling(s) were also detected, especially when the abundance of the one in question was low. This concern on the sibling specificity of miRNAs has hardly been fully addressed in those large-scale studies using quantitative PCR. In fact, it is difficult to be certain, because there is no feasible way of knowing the sequence of mature miRNAs detected in a large number of samples.
It has been well known that, of most genes, each is expressed to multiple mRNA variants and then multiple protein isoforms via various mechanisms [30, 85, 86] , as exemplified by the genes shown in figure 1 . However, few publications describe which RNA variant(s) of the gene in question can be amplified with the RT-PCR primers used, and which protein isoform(s) of the gene in question can be detected by the primary antibody used in western blotting and immunohistochemical staining. Actually, in many cases of western blotting, the primary antibody detects multiple bands on the membrane. However, a routine but unspoken practice is to cut away the band(s) other than the desired one without persuasive evidence proving that the trashed band(s) are spurious. While antibody producing companies should provide more-specific antibodies [87] , some antibodies that detect multiple proteins may not be less specific because there likely exist multiple protein isoforms. What is more worrisome is that, blamed for selling "not-specific-enough" antibodies, companies try hard to select and market those antibodies that recognize only a single protein isoform, usually the wild type form, and researchers prefer these "more-specific" ones as well. This "collaboration" between antibody suppliers and researchers extirpates, via a sort of "natural selection", those antibodies that can detect more isoforms and thus provide us a more global picture about the protein products of the gene in question. Similarly, few publications involving immunohistochemical staining discuss whether the primary antibody used can detect multiple protein isoforms, and point it out clearly that there is no way of knowing which isoform(s) give rise to the staining. We have asked many peers a simple question as to "how many RNA variants and protein isoforms of your target gene are listed in the NCBI (US National Center for Bioinformation) database?" The thumping majority answered with "I don't know". To the few who know, an ensuing question is "how many mRNA variants or protein isoforms of your target gene have been reported in the literature but not yet listed in the NCBI database?" So far, nobody we asked has an answer. Readers of this essay are encouraged to challenge themselves with these questions.
Many researchers tag a short sequence, which usually is a region of the c-Myc or histone (His) gene, to their cDNA construct, making it expressed as a fusion protein, but not exactly the protein of interest. This is because it is assumed that the extra peptide sequence is short and should not affect the biology of the protein in question. While this assumption had been preliminarily tested for a few proteins when this tagging technique was established, extension of this assumption to all other proteins may not always be tenable. Besides, today's antibody-producing technology, such as the phage display that can produce thousands of primary antibodies in vitro [88] [89] [90] , has made antibodies available for most proteins. Therefore, in most cases it is gratuitous to use a Mycor His-tag and then a Myc-or His-antibody to detect the expression of newly-identified proteins.
Many scientists have purged themselves from research by being illiterate in technical detail
Worldwide, academic career development is an elimination series, which for many biomedical scientists is split into two phases: in the first incarnation of their career, they eliminated rivals by winning in all sorts of exams, obtaining scarce faculty positions, and grabbing their first research grant(s). After they have established a lab and a research project, they aim to be prominent and thus spend more and more time in conferences and invited presentations as well as on manuscript and grant reviewing, while having less and less time for absorbing details of the daily-updated technology and accumulating hands-on experience in circumventing technical pitfalls. As the repercussion, gradually they know too little about technical detail to correctly understand and interpret the experimental data generated by their students, technicians and postdocs. In other words, they enter into the second incarnation of their career wherein they purge themselves from research, although their CV is elongating hastily with many more high-impact publications and grant awards and although they indeed become more influential. A slew of other scientists may not want to be transcendent but still have to spend most of their time on writing grant proposals, simply for surviving the research-funding gloom. Therefore, a common situation in the biomedical fraternity is that students, technicians and postdocs perform the bench work and probably also write the research reports that the professors know little about, especially pertaining to the technical details. In other words, there commonly is a disconnection or a poor connection between the data producers (the juniors) and the data interpreters (the seniors). In general, those principal investigators who attain more research funds know fewer technical details than those who have less funding, because the former have much less time than the latter on learning research methodology.
Some of us may be intrepid enough to admit that the above-described tenure of "first eliminating others and then eliminating ourselves" is virtually our own career trajectory. Indeed, we can ask ourselves how much technical detail we know about the data from our students and postdocs, pertaining to, such as, deep RNA sequencing, various "omics" related techniques, etc., especially on the aspects of artifacts and reproducibility [91, 92] . Many of us cannot even remind our students what pitfalls they should avoid when preparing samples for these sophisticated techniques, and thus completely rely on what the juniors can figure out for themselves, which usually is not much, haplessly. Readers can evaluate themselves about the technical detail and pitfalls of RT-PCR described in some perspective articles of ours [67, 68, 85, 93] and others [94] , to get a sense how surprisingly complicated these commonly used methods are and how little we actually know about them. For instance, numerous RT-PCR experiments were conducted with the forward and reverse primers on the same exon and with the RNA samples without being subject to removal of gDNA residual, thus making it unclear whether it is the cDNA, gDNA, or both that are amplified [95] . Moreover, even the reference gene used for the RT-PCR is an issue in most cases, as we have explicated [95] . Given that RT and PCR are so basic and are the footing of many other sophisticated techniques but we still know so little about them, it is not surprising that slipups are omnipresent in biomedical research that involves so many moresophisticated techniques [96] . All abovementioned issues, and not just data fabrication or other malfeasance, contribute to the poor reproducibility of publications. In fact, the nightmare does not end here, because in many cases reproducible studies become reproducible because the same misstep is made.
We need to have a broader knowledge and know more about ancient scientific literature Many peers try hard to create jargons, such as "cancer stem cells", "cancer cell dormancy", "chimeric RNAs", etc., to establish an iconic status of their findings. Some of the new terms are not precisely defined to be distinguishable from already-existing ones. For instance, a lucid demarcation has never been outlined in the literature to distinguish "cancer stem cells" [97] from "normal stem cells" and, especially, from "the ordinary cancer cells", as we pointed out previously [42] . Many new nomenclatures are superfluous because they just describe ad hoc situations or phenomena that have been described many decades ago under other names. For example, in human cells, authentic chimeric RNAs are probably as scarce as hen's teeth, while many tagged as "chimeric RNAs" are actually derived from fusion genes or from transcriptional read-through that to us is transcription of unannotated genes (Fig 3) . Since the differences between the regulation of these fusion genes or unannotated genes and that of regular genes occur only at the DNA level, it is irrational and has little significance to label these RNAs differently from other RNAs [67, 68, 98] . For another example, "cancer cell dormancy" and "oncogene addiction" are used to describe regression of tumors induced in some transgenic animals upon turning off the transgene, and their swift recurrence upon turning on the transgene again [99] [100] [101] [102] . However, this phenomenon of the-inducer-dependency of tumors was already reported by Fishcer in 1906 and confirmed by Helmholz in 1907; they, according to Davis, Vasiliev and Cheung [103, 104] , observed that painting the ears of rabbits with Scarlet Red could induce papillomas, but the tumors regressed upon discontinuation of the painting. Since 1910s, a sheer number of studies have shown that tumors induced in animals, unless they are at very advanced stages, will regress upon withdrawal of the chemical or transgene inducers, with a small number of references given herein [41, . Moreover, a similar phenomenon of this inducer-dependency has also been reported since 1930s for tumors induced with sex steroids [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] , as we reviewed previously [40, 41, 136, 137] . This situation also reflects disturbing facts that research and literature on scientific history are insufficient and that many researchers do not sufficiently peruse, or even just leaf through, the literature of 100 years ago, especially the literature slightly outside, but still appertaining to, their research interests.
Another situation in most developed countries is that many medical researchers are not medical graduates and completely lack clinical experience. Most of them formulate their research projects only based on the literature, but not on bedside knowledge and experience, although some have realized and tried to fix this fragility by collaborating with clinicians. Some of the irrational study designs, such as the abovementioned comparisons of cancer cell lines with their normal counterparts from the same tissue origin in the studies of chemo drugs' cancer-specificity, may be due to the lack of bedside experience. In the meantime, many medical doctors lack sufficient training, especially hands-on experience, in sophisticated biotechnologies, but their research teams still routinely use these technologies to scout out the mechanisms behind various medical observations. This will inevitably create technically derived artifacts, with biased or erroneous data interpretations as the sequel. In general, many of us lack a global knowledge of biology and medicine that are the outer tiers of, but important for, our research projects, since many disciplines of biology and medicine are interrelated and hence many pieces of data make sense only when they are looked from a more distant and more global viewpoint.
In most developed countries, funds for research have, for many years, been dwindling and will be unlikely to burgeon again in the near future. While more funds are positively correlated with more scientific findings or achievements, statistically, we opine that much of the research funding has actually been squandered, making biomedical research prodigal. This is largely because we are too rushed in going into new technology without assimilating enough technical detail and figuring out potential pitfalls and corrective measures. Or, reiterated in a positive or melodious tone, if researchers slow down their pace and put more effort onto digesting the technical detail of modern technology or vanquishing the weakness of wanting clinical knowledge and experience, more-meaningful data can be achieved with less funding.
Some tacks may be taken as corrective measures to reverse the unhealthy trends
Most science journals and research funding agencies already have panels of reviewers to scrutinize ethical aspect, interest conflict and plagiarism of manuscripts or research proposals. We propose that journals and funding agencies should also establish a panel of experts to scrutinize technical details in all manuscripts and research proposals submitted, because most scientists as reviewers do not have all lines of technical expertise described in each manuscript and grant proposal. Experts in this technical panel will only focus on the technical flaws and feasibilities of the methods used in the manuscript or to be used in the proposal, such as whether the RT-PCR primers can amplify all the mRNA variants or can just amplify one specific variant and whether the primary antibody will simultaneously detect several protein isoforms of the gene in question in immunohistochemical staining. Only after the manuscript or proposal has passed the scrutiny on the technical details, it can be assigned to reviewers or to a study section for further evaluation of its scientific merits. This tack may help minimize technical flaws and artifacts in published papers and improve the applicability of research proposals. Since it is time-consuming to assimilate a broad literature and technical details and to cogitate in more depth Since the NCBI assigns 407877 and 100526739 as the gene identity (gene ID) for the TNFSF12-TNFSF13 and the APITD1-CORT, respectively, we consider that they are previously-unannotated genes which produce RNAs that should be regarded as regular, but not as chimeric, RNAs, via a mechanism identical to that for the production of all regular RNAs. Note that in the NCBI database, green and blue colors indicate mRNA and noncoding RNA, respectively, while boxes and lines indicate exons and introns, respectively. The NCBI draws the lengths of exons and introns in proportion to their number of nucleotides. Arrows point to the 5'-to-3' direction.
over the study designs, major research funds, such as the NIH's RO1 type, should require at least 50% efforts of the principal investigator (PI), which will also decrease the number of awards one PI can attain and will in turn make PIs more focusing on fewer research projects.
Conclusions
Mistakes, however non-deliberate, have been omnipresent in the biomedical research, with examples described herein. These errors are largely because modern technology consists of sophistical technical details while many scientists, under a high strain of "publish or perish" from their environments [17, 138] , do not give adequate thought to the study design and do not spend sufficient time digesting the details. In part because of these advertent or inadvertent mistakes, discrepant data and paradoxical conclusions are omnipresent in the biomedical literature, making us used to saying "on one hand… but on the other hand…" when describing almost all biomedical issues. We opine that research reports, reviews or perspectives should emphasize more the possible spuriousness, pitfalls, technical difficulties, constraints and adverse repercussions, since these issues usually are not properly addressed [139] . For example, research on circular RNAs or chimeric RNAs should emphasize the possible artificial sequences, especially when RT-PCR is involved. Studies using small regulatory RNAs as tools should focus more on "how can we be sure that there is not any additional gene being mistakenly targeted", but not on "how to improve the specificity or efficacy" (again, it becomes a philosophical issue). Although getting more research funds is better, scientists can always let money go much further during the funding gloom by spending more time on rummaging through a much broader or older literature for valuable information and learning more about technical detail. Scientists, especially those at the pinnacle, should continue writing manuscripts themselves, not only perspectives and reviews but also research reports, so as to more correctly interpret the lab data and avoid being technical illiterates and thus being purged from the real research. A woeful but unspoken fact is that there are many scientists just using scientific research as a means for making a good living and prestige with little interest in science per se, although this, advantageously, makes the competition in genuine scientific research not as tough as it seems to be. The unhealthy trends described herein gut theoretical research more but, luckily, may mar translational research relatively less, since the results of the latter can be evaluated more quickly and easily by the market. 
